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Goals and Status of MICE 
the international 
Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment
Henry Nebrensky
(Brunel University)
mis-representing the MICE Collaboration
(http://mice.iit.edu/)
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The Intro...
Both the Muon Collider and Neutrino Factory concepts depend on 
high-quality muon beams.
Unfortunately, there is no convenient point-source of muons 
available – have to start from a decay process:
No correlation between transverse position and angle so have 
muons with various momenta and directions – thus a large, 
low-density beam.  
Accelerating such a beam requires a machine with large magnetic 
aperture – expensive! – but the collision rate for a given size 
of target will be poor.
Need to convert it into a small, high-density beam. “Cooling”
means “reducing the range of random transverse momenta”.
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principle:




The muons will ionise material as they pass through it and thus 
lose energy. We replace this by accelerating them only along 
the desired beam direction to restore linear momentum.
Of course the material will also try to scatter the muons, 
“heating” the beam. Need to choose one that allows the first 
effect to dominate, such as hydrogen...
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MICE Goals
The aim of MICE is to demonstrate the principle of ionisation 
cooling in practice, i.e. 
• to build a realistic prototype of a cooling channel
• to verify that it cools a beam (at all)
• to evaluate performance
Accelerator physicists would produce a set of suitable muon 
beams and see how they cool, but this is expensive and 
inconclusive, as an affordable prototype of cooling section only
cools beam by 10% while standard emittance measurements 
barely achieve this precision.
We are therefore doing a single-particle experiment: the 
momentum and position of each particle are measured before 
and then after it passes through the cooling channel.
Thus state-of-the-art particle physics instrumentation will test 
state-of-the-art accelerator technology. 
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Design, build, commission and operate a realistic section of 
cooling channel
Measure its performance in a variety of modes of operation and
beam conditions …
… results will be used to optimize Neutrino Factory & Muon 
Collider designs
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MICE: Design
• MICE designed to produce a 10% cooling effect on the muon beam
• Uses particle detectors to measure cooling effect to ~1%
• Measurements will be done with muon beams having momentum of 
140 MeV/c – 240 MeV/c
• Method:
u Create beam of muons
u Identify muons (TOF) and measure E,P (EMR); reject background
u Measure single particle parameters x, px, y, py, pz  (Spectrometers) 
u Cool muons in absorber
u Restore longitudinal momentum component with RF cavities
u Measure single particle parameters x, px, y, py, pz
u Identify outgoing particles to reject electrons from muon decay
u Create virtual beam of any emittance, by combining a subset of real single muons
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MICE development
• Proceeding in stages
Commission beam 
line & detectors
Precisely  measure 
incoming emittance
& compare trackers
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Added features
• at step III, a spool piece allows easy insertion of slabs of 
solid materials to measure precisely their effect on beam 
emittance 
• will test materials relevant to neutrino factory: LiH, Carbon, 
Aluminum Titanium etc…(and simply plastic)
• at step IV and above, optics in FC can be explored to allow 
smaller beta functions (down to 5cm at 140 MeV/c) to test 
flip vs non-flip mode
• at step IV a wedge absorber can be tested in place of a flat 
piece to study effect
• at step V and VI can test cavities with LN2 cooling to allow 
higher gradient (X V2)  with same power 
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MICE Target
ISIS runs at 50Hz ~10ms beam on and 
acceleration + 10ms beam off
The target will run at 1Hz intercepting 
just 1 in 50 of the ISIS pulses
We need to intersect 
the last ~2ms of a 
given ISIS pulse 
without causing 
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The MICE beamline replaces an earlier muon 
beamline that ran at a 2V ISIS beam loss.
MICE target nominally run at similar loss 
level. Higher losses would let us gather 
data faster, but may affect stability of 
ISIS beam and activation of components.
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• TOF0, TOF1, TOF2 are in beam line
• Two planes of 1 inch orthogonal scintillator slabs in x and y 
u Timing information & beam profile data
u 2D grid provides spatial information
• Essential in beam line commissioning
Tof-0
0.40 m
10 x 4cm scintillator
bars
σx = 1.15 cm
σt = 50 ps
Tof-1
0.42 m
7 x 6cm scintillator bars
σx = 1.73 cm
σt = 50 ps
Step I: 
TOF Detector Commissioning
Beam profile at TOF0
TOF Detectors Used to 
Calculate Beam Optics 
Parameters
•Define good muon sample with 
timing
• Find muon (x,y) from TOF0 & 
TOF1 spatial information
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Step I: 
TOF Detector Commissioning
• Time resolution after calibration:
• TOF0 – 51ps
• TOF1 – 62ps
• TOF2 – 52ps
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Step I: Data vs MC Comparison
• Analyzing recent data
• Quad scan (Q789) with 6-200 data – Q789 current at -20% of nominal
MC
Data
S. Blot – UChicago
M. Apollonio - Imperial
Horizontal phase space Vertical phase space
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